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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
OBSERVA Analyser allows DAB multiplex operators to decode and analyse EDI data streams. The User
Interface includes real-time graphical displays, alarms, and logging to capture all key metrics from the
output of the DAB multiplex. Any irregularities are flagged, allowing the operator to pinpoint the cause of
the errors for quick reparation.

FEATURES
Live decoding of EDI data streams
Full DAB ensemble decoding
Analysis of Fast Information Channel (FIC) as binary
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY
The OBSERVA Analyser software application is optimised for installation on a customer-supplied Windows
PC, with the recommended configuration:
Operating System: Windows 10
CPU: Intel Core i5 processor - 2GHz or faster
Memory: 8GB RAM
Storage: 2GB free disk capacity for installation
SOFTWARE LOG FILES
Log files are located: C:\ProgramData\Factum Radioscape\LOGS
Log Files: LogFile*.txt (* is the log file sequence number)
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MENU
File and signal input options include:
EDI STREAMS: EDI, Factum Encapsulated Protocol (FEP), & EDI from UDM

ETI FILES: ETI NI File, & MMB ETI File (for Open Source ETI)

AUDIO STREAM: Multicast AAC, Unicast AAC, Multicast MP2, Unicast MP2, & Multicast PCM

Enter the stream source IP address:

AUDIO FILES: MP2 File, AAC File, & PCM File
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NAVIGATION MENU

Menu: provides a list of data input options for analysis
Ensemble: a summary of the decoded ensemble’s audio and data services
File: displays the statistics for ETI or Audio File inputs
Audio: measures audio levels and graphically displays CRC errors
PAD: Programme Associated Data (PAD) rates
DLS: Dynamic Label Segment (DLS/DL+) flow
Data Groups: details the state of the data packets sub-channel
MOT Objects: Multimedia Object Transfer for a subchannel under analysis
Stations: displays all decoded subchannels with live playout and silence detection
MOT Carousel: displays EPG, station logos and the last 9 slideshow images received
ETI: Frame rates, errors, and correction
Data logging: select metrics by source, to record values and status
Custom: a customisable grid to display specific monitoring graphs
Retune: enables the user to select an alternative input or ensemble for analysis
Stop: halts reception and returns the user to the input menu
ADDITIONAL ANALYSER OPTIONS
EDI Statistics: Provides EDI data stream information such as EDI source, IP
protocol in use, last packet received, FEC information, and rates
Programme Guide: Decodes and displays the EPG sent in the ensemble

Navigation Menu can be accessed using Alt+M keyboard shortcut. Select an option with the arrow keys
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ENSEMBLE
Includes a summary table showing the ensemble Id and name, number of services, components and subchannels, and the time taken to build the ensemble. Fast Information Blocks and FIB CRC errors are
counted and displayed, along with Signal Level/Field Strength and Bit Error Rate.
Signal Level (dBm) is shown by default, and can be toggled with Field Strength (dBµV/m) when clicked

Audio playout, individual service decoding, and detailed analysis is activated by the play icon, red cross
(changes to a green tick), and arrow, respectively.
PAD and EPG, will only be available if the subchannel or data service has been selected for analysis.

ENSEMBLE TABS

Components: displays siganlled Audio components, and Data components (EPG etc.).
P/S: primary (P) or secondary (S) component
CA: conditional access
CAOrg: conditional access organisation
DSCTy: data service component type
UATy: user application type
Pkt Addr: packet address

Sub-channels: details the bitrate, capcity unit allocations and protection level.
Time & Time Zone: displays Local Time Offset (FIG 0/09) and Date and Time (FIG 0/10).
FIGs: details content and repetition-rate for the received Fast Information Groups.
Service Linking: shows activated/deactiveated status, and hard/soft service links between services.
Frequency Info: a database and display for FIG 0/21.
Other Ensembles: displays associated service IDs with multiple Ensemble IDs (FIG 0/24).
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CAPACITY UNIT (CU) BREAKDOWN
This shows each sub-channel’s position within the ensemble and displays the sub-channel ID, the name of
the service for which the sub-channel is linked, the start CU and the number of capacity units used. Unused
ensemble capacity is displayed in grey.

RECORDING THE ENSEMBLE
Save to file options and file extensions include:
ETI (NI) file from the incoming EDI signal (.eti)
Sub-channel including associated data (.bin)
PAD from the selected sub-channel (.pad)
PCM format audio from the selected sub-channel (.pcm)
WAV format audio from the selected sub-channel (.wav)
CSV file export for data logging (.csv)

A timed recording can be made by selecting from the options above followed by a
start time and date. Click on the clock button to schedule the recording. The main
interface will display the upoming recording. Clicking the ‘X’ will cancel the
scheduled recording.
Once a recording has commenced, the interface will display a green ‘LED’
notification. Hovering the cursor over the notification will display the recording
progress in frames.

Ensure all sub channels are selected for decoding before saving an ETI file.
To save a file of the types Sub-channel, PAD, PCM, or WAV, play the desired sub-channel.

APPLICATION SETTINGS
Always decode new sub-channels: on start-up & reconfiguration.
Tune to previous selection on start-up: decodes last source.
Enable transparency: for objects within the application.
Audio playout matches selected sub-channel: automatic playout.
Use EPG for Station Logo: if signalled.
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FILE
The audio file statistics display the input audio file name, playout, and service under analysis indicators. An
array of statistics will be available depending on the type of audio file input under analysis:

The File slider bar tracks the progress of the audio playback.
To change the playback position, click and drag the bar to the left or right

AUDIO STATISTICS FROM AAC FILE

ANALYSING AN ETI FILE SERVICE
Only one service at a time can be selected for analysis. Right clicking on the service presents the following
pop up options:
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AUDIO
Available by selecting a single audio channel for analysis, indicated by the green arrow on the ENSEMBLE
list.

Key metrics include sample rate, left and right volume, MPEG header CRC errors, frame CRC errors, and
Reed Solomon corrections and failures.
MPEG header and scale factor CRC Errors (DAB only): green represents a frame with no CRC error and red
a frame that contained a CRC error. A cumulative error summary is also displayed.
Stuffing Bytes (DAB only): displays the number of bytes that were stuffed into the MPEG frame to separate
the audio data from the XPAD.
Frames with CRC Errors (DAB+): green represents a frame with no CRC error and red a frame that
contained a CRC error. A cumulative error summary is also displayed.
Reed Solomon Corrections (DAB+): capture the number of complete frames corrected and bytes not
corrected due to the Reed Solomon algorithm.

The configurable graphs visually represent
events occurring during the last 250 frames,
minute, hour, and 48 hours.
The reset feature for the graphs and metric
counters removes spurious values (low frame
rate, CRC errors, synchronisation errors etc.)
that occur during initial start-up of the Field
Monitor.
Graph scaling can be adjusted by right-clicking
on the graph required to be adjusted and
selecting ‘Configure’.
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PAD
Features an audio characteristics summary for the analysed sub-channel, general metrics and separate
counters for DLS and MOT, and a visual representation of the structure of the Programme Associated Data.
All metrics are calculated as a total since application start and since reset.

PAD STRUCTURE
The key defines the colour for CI content indicators (diamond symbols) and data (rectangles):

F-PAD: X-PAD Def: Frequencies of the various types of F-PAD as indicated by the first 2 bits of byte L-1.
There are 4 possibilities: 0-3, displayed as ‘X-PAD Def’, ‘Invalid (1)’, ‘Extension’ and ‘Invalid (3)’ respectively.
Only those encountered are displayed.
X-PAD: Variable: Number of data bytes that have been received in the various types of X-PAD.
These are encoded in the 3rd and 4th bits of byte L-1 and correspond to ‘None’, ‘Short’, ‘Variable’ and
‘RFU3’. Only the types that have been encountered will be displayed. ‘None’ and ‘RFU3’ will never have any
data.
App Type ‘x’ and Data group type ‘x’: Type of PAD application and data-groups received. Only those
received are displayed.
Invalid type: Number of frames/AUs where the X-PAD type was ‘RFU3’.
Invalid Z-ind: The Z-indicator is the last bit of byte L and should always be 0. This metric counts the number
of times it has been ‘1’.
Not X-PAD: F-PAD where the type has been one of ‘Invalid (1)’, ‘Extension’ or ‘Invalid (3)’
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DLS
Details of the received Dynamic Label Segment and DL+ are displayed for the subchannel under analysis.
Character sets (e.g. EBU Latin) and repetition rates are included.
Command history for DL+ accounts for the arrival time, repetition rates, flags and associated DLS.

DL+ decoding and display available for DL+ enabled services. Tags include now playing, track title and
artist.
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DATA GROUPS
Metrics relating to the state of the data packets and a visual representation of the incoming packet data are
displayed.

Frames processed: Number of ETI frames that contain packet data which have been received by the Field
monitor
Packets processed: Number of data packets that have been received by the Field Monitor
Completed blocks: Number of data blocks received that are potential data groups
Completed data groups: Number of MOT data groups received
Commands: Number of packets received that have the command bit set in the packet header
Length count: Number of packets received of each packet size (24, 48, 72, 92)
Components: Number of different packet addresses received
Data bytes: Total number of bytes received that are packet data
Padding bytes: Data-less Bytes that are used to fill data packets to meet the data quota
Null data: Number of times data has been received with packet address 0

PACKET STRUCTURE
Packet data type is denoted by colour. Each block of data (except FEC) encompasses a header and a tail
shown in green. These blocks appear to ‘frame’ the data in the display where ‘green’ indicates that the
header and tail data are OK (when the continuity value [header] and the CRC [tail] is correct).
If the continuity value or CRC value is incorrect, the blocks will be red. A red CRC indicates that the data is
invalid, and a red continuity value typically indicates missing frames.
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MOT CAROUSEL
For a more detailed analysis of the received MOT for a particular sub-channel in the ensemble, the
slideshow carousel presents that last 9 decoded slides.

Key metrics for the SLS includes data rate, the signalled size and the actual received size, image format,
and compression (if applied).
MOT CAROUSEL- EPG
Displays all MOT objects that have been broadcast in an EPG carousel. Selecting an MOT object provides
additional detail.
EPG Content is shown the EPG by Modules, Ensembles, Services and Schedules.
Modules: carried in the EPG carousel displayed as contents (can be saved as XML file) and details.
Ensemble: with which the EPG is associated.
Services: included in the EPG, along with a summary of each service.
Schedules: displays a scrollable list with all services that have a schedule included in the EPG.

Save the MOT, slideshow files or all EPG files, in their transmitted formats.
Alternatively, save the detailed MOT object content in its decoded format.
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STATIONS

‘No services are selected for playing’ will be displayed if services are not decoded in the ENSEMBLE list.

Information for each decoded audio service in the ensemble is displayed as follows:
Service label: name of the service
Format: audio type (DAB/DAB+)
Audio mode: mono/stereo, joint stereo, parametric stereo
Bit-rate: bit-rate of the audio service
Volume: audio level displayed as volume bars
Rolling or static text string: DLS or DL+ text for each service
Slide: slideshow image, if broadcast. This will show as a grey box ‘slide’ if not siganlled.
EXPANDED VIEW
Selecting a service increases the SLS
resolution to 320x240, making the detail
of the slide more legible. Clicking again
on the service, will return to the original
compact view.
The full DLS is statically displayed.
Additional service information includes
PAD-rate, Short label, Service ID,
Subchannel ID, Component Language,
Start Compacity Unit (CU), Number of
CUs, and Protection Level.

AUDIBLE SILENCE ALERT
The alarm is configured to sound a loud tone if any audio service in an ensemble is silent for a user
specified duration. The settings apply to all services in the ensemble (audio services are not individually
configurable).
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ETI
ETI alarms and graphs include frame continuity/count, frame rate and the header CRC. Visual status
indicators show whether the values breach the maximum and minimum thresholds.

Frame Continuity alarm is designed to trigger if the incoming frame count jumps by more than one (or
cycles from 255 to 0). Therefore, the default thresholds are max=1 (a single frame discontinuity will
trigger the alarm) and min=0.
The frame continuity thresholds are not shown on the graph as there is no visual correlation between
the actual count value and the acceptable level of discontinuities.

Frame Rate alarm will be triggered if the frame-rate falls outside these thresholds.The normal framerate will be just over 41 frames per second, hence the default thresholds are set to: max=42.5 and
min=41.
2 green dashed lines are visible on the graph, marking the position of the maximum and minimum
thresholds.

Header CRC alarm monitors the number of header CRCs that occur. The default threshold is that any
one header CRC error will trigger the alarm.
Green vertical bars on the graph indicates no errors, whilst red signals a detected error.
TIST increment: time stamp increment value
TIST at FCT 0: time stamp at frame-count 0
SCID: sub-channel ID
SAD (CU): start capacity unit
TPL (protection): protection level
STL (length): stream length in 64-bit words: bytes
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DATA LOGGING
Selecting record initiates the file logging. General Metrics includes RF, ETI, GPS, and Computer (time).
Service Metrics are categorised by sub-channel number, component ID, services, service label. Finally,
Transmitter Metrics can be selected for specific transmitters in range of the Field Monitor.

Items appear in the logging window, displaying:
Alarm state (green = ok, red = error, grey = not available)
The name of the item being logged
Units (in brackets) where they exist
The value of the item being logged
Log file setting enables the user to specify the maximum size of any log-file and set-up a circular log-file
buffer.
For example, selecting a ‘file change’ when the file size limit is greater than 1 MB and a ‘file cycle’ of 10
files may produce ten log-files of 1MB each to be stored in memory (if logging was for sufficient
duration to produce the necessary data). If an 11th log-file is required, the first log-file will be
overwritten.
If a large amount of data is logged for a long period, files can become very large and cause problems
with available memory. Large files can take a long time to open for viewing or modification.
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